
Phrase GOOGLE VERN Error Note

LETS FUCKING GOOOOO anger 51% anger, 0% fear, 0% love, 0% sadness

Anger is a possible frame, agree w/ Google. Aggressive, use of a swear word, 
no further context. It’s a weak signal at 51%. Colloquial term has been 
noted, usage being tracked.

*aggressively tells friend I love them* anger 51% fear, 0% sadness, 66% love

Fear because of the behavior, love because it's a friend they love. We 
communicate with more than one emotion at a time. It's up to the receiver 
to interpret.

you almost blew my fucking mind there. annoyance 66% anger, 0% sadness, 0% fear, 0% love 1
Aggressive with a swear word, likely what both picked up on. A miss for both 
VERN and Google.

daaaaaamn girl! anger 33% anger, 0% fear, 0% sadness, 0% love
Google teed off on the one swear word. VERN didn't have enough to say it 
was anger, it could not be anger. That's a choice.

[NAME] wept. sadness 0% emotion Yeah no emotions here. 
I try my damndest. sadness 0% emotion Here either.

Hard to be sad these days when I got this guy 
with me sadness 0% fear, 66% sadness, 80% anger, 51% love 1

Lots of mixed emotional signals here. Probably a miss, but with VERN and in 
context would be sufficient to label LOVE as a possible interpretation.

hell yeah my brother annoyance 51% anger, 0% fear, 0% love, 0% sadness 1
Borderline at 51%, but a miss. Contextual weight or threshold greater than 
52% would correct.

is bae, how dare you. anger 33% love, 0% fear, 0% anger, 0% sadness Tiny bit of love signal, otherwise nada.

But muh narrative! Orange man caused 
this!!!!! neutral 0% emotion

Interesting, because there are no emotions in the phrase as classically 
understood. The use of punctuation is clue, but "orange man" and "but 
muh" are cultural frames that won't be in a classical emotion recognition 
system. We'll flag this for further study and keep an eye on these trends. 
VERN is not an entity recognition system, and therefore does not label or 
compare characteristics of them. Orange man has more than one 
connoctation and "but muh" hasn't been used widely enough yet. Duly 
noted thanks to the author!

My man! neutral 0% emotion No emotion here. 
KAMALA 2020!!!!!! neutral 0% emotion No emtotion. See above.

Hi dying, I'm dad! neutral 51% fear, 51% sadness, 51% anger, 0% love 1

This is definitely emotional, and intentionally vague and obfuscating. Classic 
dad joke. Our humor detector which we're experimenting with rated this at 
a 33% confidence of humor. Classic dad joke. Miss for us.

I love when they send in the wrong meat, it’s 
only happened to me once love 0% sadness, 51% anger, 80% love, 80% fear 1

Love is triggered because the person said they love something. The sarcasm 
is missed by both systems. However, we detected a low-key anger signal 
and a pretty big fear signal. We often communicate with multiple emotions, 
and here is a great example of how a multi-dimensional emotion recognition 
system is necessary.

Nobody has the money to. What a joke joy
12.5% fear, 12.5% sadness, 33% anger, 0% love (51% 
humor)

What? There's no joy in being broke! We scored this a joke too (51%) with 
scant signals for other emotions.

Yay, cold McDonald's. My favorite. love 0% love, 33% anger, 0% fear, 0% sadness (12.5% humor)
No love here. Anger is below the threshold but would be the only emotion 
we see registering.

Really? Wow. You’re either hopelessly 
ignorant or you’re trolling. For your sake, I 
hope you’re trolling. optimism 80% fear, 0% sadness, 66% anger, 66% love

It's definitely NOT optimism. (And is that an emotion, or a frame of mind? 
Spoiler: NOT an emotion) We have a strong fear (80%), moderate anger 
(66%), and moderate love signal (66%). Love signal over-detected, we'll 
examine why. Other emotions seem quite accurate given the context.

These 2 are repulsive little kids approval 33% anger, 0% fear, 0% sadness, 0% love

It's not ethical to pick on kids, but VERN doesn't make that judgement. We 
see that there is a small anger signal, but not over the threshold. Repulsive 
is a word in which there are many different uses from scientific explanation 
to expressing disgust. VERN would need an additional signal.

Yeah, because not paying a bill on time is 
equal to murdering children. approval 12.5% fear, 0% sadness, 12.5% love, 12.5% anger

I do not know of anyone who would approve of this, from any angle, or 
under any interpretation.

I wished my mom protected me from my 
grandma. She was a horrible person who was 
so mean to me and my mom. optimism 80% fear, 80% anger, 0% love, 0% sadness

I would optimistically say that VERN got this correct with strong anger and 
fear signals.
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